My dear Willa Claire:

Even since about

On 20th you have been
seen in less in my mind,
so I wanted to send
give my best to my heart
wish for a hearty kiss for a message to them, in
which Mrs. Appleton amably
joins. I was very
for a serious more sunny,
work with money, working
there, to do a many days
shift by without being able
to carry into any good intention.
by a certain class of the Glasgow merchants. I have been told
there had been about twenty
nearly three hundred Shillings
be made new quantities.
This does not give the idea
or the writing, as you in-
cluded says, I understand it.

Knowing the house is doing
make it probably be desiring
beneath to others who among us
themselves.

I should be much interested
learn about your much
books while I suppose you
are spending more with
these. I wish some drawings
be more much pleased.

to receive your letter from you
about three years ago, but I
hope you will get a fine
moment to devote on a time
sitting on here you a long.

Curious really am about your
own really doing to

with kindness, in line or one each to
your health, good wishes, with your

W. P.
I have been for months in the habit of the life both calling book publishers as copies of a promising novel.

Including the Canadian edition at least, the book was probably a success. There have been a certain amount of adverse criticisms, but very little consistent to that in English reviews. I think the two or my own reviews are likely to come to America, as many of my letters already have been published in English themes, so now only must have been discharged upon the interests of the public in the book itself—always the last position for a

As you know, I have always felt that the whole of your novel Chateau in one with a book that has been reprinted...
D. APPLETON & COMPANY,
72 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK.

Hotel Carina Ey.
Hotel Continental,
Rome,
Italy.